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Abstract
We present two enhancements of the functional language L which is used in the eriFun system to write
programs and formulate statements about them. Context dependent procedures allow to stipulate the
context under which procedures are sensibly executed, thus avoiding runtime tests in program code as well
as veriﬁcation of absence of exceptions by proving stuck-freeness of procedure calls. Computed types lead to
more compact code, increase the readability of programs, and make the well-known beneﬁts of type systems
available to non-freely generated data types as well. Since satisfaction of context requirements as well as
type checking becomes undecidable, proof obligations are synthesized to be proved by the veriﬁer at hand,
thus supporting static code analysis. Information about the type hierarchy is utilized for increasing the
performance and eﬃciency of the veriﬁer.
Keywords: Context Dependency, Computed Types, Reasoning on Types, Subtyping.
1 Introduction
We develop theeriFun system [1,14,15], an interactive system for the veriﬁcation
of statements about programs written in the functional ﬁrst-order programming
language L [12]. This language consists of deﬁnition principles for freely generated
polymorphic data types, for procedures operating on these data types based on
recursion, case analyses, let-expressions and functional composition, and for state-
ments (called “lemmas” in L) about the data types and the procedures. Procedures
are evaluated in a call-by-value discipline. The data types bool with constructors
true and false , and N for natural numbers with constructors 0 and +(. . .) for the
successor function are predeﬁned in L. Lemmas are deﬁned by universal quantiﬁ-
cations using case analyses and the truth values to represent connectives. Upon
deﬁnition of a data type, each argument position of a constructor is provided with
a selector function, e.g. −(. . .) is the selector of constructor +(. . .) thus representing
the predecessor function, and hd and tl are the selectors of the list-constructor ::,
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structure bool <= true, false
structure N <= 0, +(−:N)
structure list [@X] <= ε, [inﬁx ] :: (hd :@X, tl :list [@X])
function [outﬁx ] | (k:list [@X]):N <=
if ?ε(k) then 0 else +(| tl (k) |) end
function [inﬁx ] !!(k:list [@X], n:N):@X <=
if ?ε(k) then  else if ?0(n) then hd(k) else (tl(k) !! −(n)) end end
function ordered (k:list [N]):bool <=
if ?ε(k)
then true
else if ?ε(tl(k))
then true
else if hd(k) > hd(tl(k)) then false else ordered (tl(k)) end
end end
function ﬁnd(key :N, a:list [N], i, j:N):bool <=
if | a | > j
then if j = i
then key = (a !! i)
else if j > i
then let h := i +
⌈
1
2 (j − i)
⌉
in
let mid := (a !! h) in
if mid > key
then ﬁnd(key , a, i, −(h))
else if key > mid then ﬁnd(key , a, +(h), j) else true end
end end end
else false end end
else false
end
function binsearch(key :N, a:list [N]):bool <=
if ?ε(a) then false else ﬁnd(key , a, 0, −(| a |)) end
lemma binsearch is sound <= ∀a:list [N], key :N
if {binsearch(key , a), key ∈ a, true}
lemma binsearch is complete <= ∀a:list [N], key :N
if {ordered (a), if {key ∈ a, binsearch(key , a), true}, true}
Fig. 1. Searching a list by binary search
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cf. Fig. 1. Type variables are preceded by “@” and expressions of form ?cons(x)
are used as shorthand notation for x = cons(sel1(x), . . . , seln(x)), where cons is a
constructor and sel i are the selectors belonging to cons , hence e.g. ? ::(x) holds iﬀ
list x is not empty.
The language also supports incomplete deﬁnitions of procedures [16] (also called
loose speciﬁcations or underspeciﬁcations in the literature), using the symbol  to
denote an indetermined result in cases which usually cause a runtime error or an
exception. For example, procedure !! of Fig. 1 computes the nth element of a list,
where list elements are addressed from left to right starting with 0. Hence the result
of (k !!n) is indetermined (denoted by  in the body of !!) if |k| ≤ n. Incomplete
deﬁnitions are also used to deﬁne abstract mappings like the arity function ‖ . . . ‖
of Fig. 3.
Figure 1 gives an example of an L-program for searching in an ordered list by
the binary search method as well as the lemmas stating soundness and completeness
of the search procedure, cf. [13].
2 Context Dependent Procedures
2.1 Context Clauses
We call procedures which may only be executed in a certain context context de-
pendent. Context dependency is an “old theme” in computer science. Almost any
programming language provides some mechanism for stipulating context depen-
dency, assembly languages, early dialects of Lisp etc. being the rare exceptions.
Nowadays, programming languages provide elaborate type systems which allow to
check context properties upon compile time. Our focus when talking about context
dependency are requirements which—diﬀerently from type checking—usually are
undecidable so that theorem proving is needed to check satisfaction of the context
constraints.
Generally, the context requirement for a procedure is a predicate over the formal
parameters of the procedure. If this requirement is not satisﬁed in a calling context,
the result of the procedure call—if any—may be arbitrary. Consequently, satisfac-
tion of the context requirement in the calling context is a necessary prerequisite
that the procedure behaves in the intended way.
A context dependent procedure f of an L-program P is deﬁned by expressions of
the form
function f(x1:τ1, . . . , xn:τn):τ <= assume cf ; body f . (1)
The context clause cf ∈ T (Σ(P ), {x1, . . . , xn})bool given by the assume declaration
is represented by a boolean term built with the function symbols (except f) deﬁned
by the data type and procedure deﬁnitions of program P (given by the signature
Σ(P ) of P ) and the formal parameters xi of procedure f . A context clause cf deﬁnes
a precondition which needs to hold when executing procedure calls of f . Since the
assume declaration is optional, true is used by default for cf if no context clause is
explicitly provided in the procedure body.
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The semantics of a context dependent procedure is simply deﬁned as the se-
mantics of its relativized version function f(x1:τ1, . . . , xn:τn):τ <= body
ctx
f , where
bodyctxf := if cf then bodyf else  end denotes the relativized body of f . Since
all selectors are incompletely deﬁned, selectors are assigned a context clause, too:
For a constructor cons with the corresponding selectors sel1, . . . , seln, the context
clause csel i of a selector call sel i(x) is deﬁned as ?cons(x) stating that a selector
must only be applied to the constructor it belongs to.
For instance, procedure !! of Fig. 1 can be reformulated using a context clause as
displayed in Fig. 2. This context clause demands that procedure calls (k !!n) only
appear in contexts which guarantee that n is a legal address of list k. As |k| > n
entails k =/ε, the test for ?ε(k) (and the indetermined result  in turn) is omitted
in the body of the context dependent version of procedure !!, hence the absence
of exceptions when calling !! now is guaranteed statically by the context clause.
Consequently, execution of procedure !! is more eﬃcient, as the min(|k|, n) tests for
?ε(k) are saved in the context dependent version.
The deﬁnition of procedure ﬁnd is reﬁned as well in Fig. 2. The context clause
demands |a| > j ≥ i for the upper bound j and the lower bound i of the search
interval in list a. Also here, a more eﬃcient procedure is obtained as tests performed
dynamically upon each (recursive) call of procedure ﬁnd are replaced by a static
test: The tests for |a| > j and j > i are saved, both of which cause costs proportional
to log2(j − i + 1) in the original version of ﬁnd.
2.2 Context Hypotheses
To guarantee that procedures (or selectors) f are called in a valid context within a
term t only, a so-called context requirement is generated for t expressing that the
context under which any f is called in t entails the context clause cf of f (with
formal parameters in cf replaced by the actual parameters of the call).
Deﬁnition 2.1 [Context Requirements] For a term t, the set Octx (t) ⊆ Occ(t) is
the set of all context sensitive occurrences in t, i.e. occurrences π ∈ Occ(t) such that
t|π = g(t1, . . . , tn) and g is a selector or a procedure function symbol.
1
The context requirement CR(t) of term t is given as AND({CR(t, π)|π ∈
Octx (t)}), where CR(t, π) = if {COND(t, π), θ(cg), true} if t|π = g(t1, . . . , tn), and
θ replaces the formal parameters xi of g by the actual parameters ti.
2
For a procedure f as in (1), the context hypothesis of f is deﬁned as lemma f $ctx
<= ∀x1:τ1, . . . , xn:τn CR(body
ctx
f ), and the context hypothesis of a lemma
lemma lem <= ∀x1:τ1, . . . , xk:τk body lem (2)
is deﬁned as lemma lem$ctx <= ∀x1:τ1, . . . , xk:τk CR(body lem).
1 As usual, Occ(t) is the set of all occurrences of t, t|π denotes the subterm of t at occurrence π, and term
t [π ← r] is obtained from t by replacing t|π by r.
2 AND({b1, . . . , bn})—sometimes also written as AND(b1, . . . , bn)—abbreviates a boolean term represent-
ing the conjunction of the boolean terms bi. COND(t, π) is the conjunction of all conditions in t leading to
subterm t|π .
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eriFun demands that the context hypothesis of a procedure f be veriﬁed before
veriﬁcation of lemmas and (other) procedures “calling” f starts. Also the context
hypothesis of a lemma must be veriﬁed before veriﬁcation of the lemma.
For example, using the context clauses of hd , tl , −(. . .), and !!, context hypothesis
!!$ctx is generated for the context dependent procedure !! of Fig. 2, and (using the
context clauses of −(. . .) and ﬁnd) context hypothesis binsearch$ctx is generated
for the context dependent version of procedure binsearch . The context hypothesis
for lemma binsearch is complete of Fig. 1 is displayed in Fig. 2 as well.
2.3 Determination Hypotheses
When calling an incompletely deﬁned procedure, so-called stuck computations may
result. For each user-deﬁned procedure function f(x1:τ1, . . . , xn:τn):τ <= . . .,
eriFun synthesizes a so-called domain procedure function ∇f(x1:τ1, . . . ,
xn:τn):bool <= . . . . Domain procedures ∇f are always completely deﬁned—i.e.
stuck computations never occur when calling ∇f—and provide an equivalent re-
quirement for the absence of stuck computations when calling the “mother” proce-
dure f , i.e. computation of∇f(q1, . . . , qn) yields true iﬀ computation of f(q1, . . . , qn)
does not get stuck, see [16] for details.
Figure 2 displays domain procedure ∇!! synthesized by eriFun for proce-
dure !!. 3 Hence absence of stuck computations when calling (k !!n) is guaranteed
iﬀ computation of ∇!!(k, n) yields true. But as domain procedure ∇!! just provides
a recursive deﬁnition for deciding |k| > n, computation of (k !!n) does not get stuck
iﬀ |k| > n is satisﬁed upon a procedure call (k !!n).
Using domain procedures, absence of stuck computations can be determined
statically. To this eﬀect, a so-called determination hypothesis lemma f $det <=
∀x1:τ1, . . . , xn:τn if {cf ,∇f(x1, . . . , xn), true} is generated for each context depen-
dent procedure as given in (1). Determination hypotheses simply express that a
procedure’s context clause is suﬃcient for the absence of stuck computations. Hence
the truth of a context requirement of a call of procedure f entails the absence of
stuck computations for this call, provided f ’s determination hypothesis has been
veriﬁed. 4 As an example, Fig. 2 displays the determination hypothesis !!$det gen-
erated for procedure !!.
3 Computed Types
3.1 Non-freely Generated Data Types
Data types in L are freely generated, which means that the semantics of mono-
morphic types τ of an L-program P—either deﬁned directly, such as bool and N, or
otherwise obtained as a monomorphic instance of a non-monomorphic data type,
such as list [N], list [list [N]], etc.—can be deﬁned as a free term algebra with carriers
3 When synthesizing ∇f for a context dependent procedure f , bodyctxf is to be used.
4 Veriﬁcation of determination hypotheses cannot generally be demanded, as calls of abstract mappings
like procedure ‖ . . . ‖ in Fig. 3 are inherently indetermined.
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function [inﬁx ] !!(k:list [@X], n:N):@X <=
assume | k | > n; if ?0(n) then hd(k) else (tl(k) !! −(n)) end
lemma !!$ctx <= ∀k:list [N], n:N
if {| k | > n,
if {?0(n), ? :: (k), if {? :: (k), if {?+(n), | tl (k) | > −(n), false}, false}},
true}
function ∇!!(k:list [@X], n:N):bool <=
if | k | > n
then if ?0(n)
then ? :: (k)
else if ? :: (k) then ∇!!(tl (k), −(n)) else false end
end
else false
end
lemma !!$det <= ∀k:list [N], n:N if {| k | > n,∇!!(k, n), true}
function ﬁnd(key :N, a:list [N], i, j:N):bool <=
assume if {i > j, false , | a | > j};
if j = i
then key = (a !! i)
else let h := i +
⌈
1
2(j − i)
⌉
in let mid := (a !! h) in
if mid > key
then ﬁnd(key , a, i, −(h))
else if key > mid then ﬁnd(key , a, h, j) else true end
end end end
end
function binsearch(key :N, a:list [N]):bool <=
assume ordered (a); if ?ε(a) then false else ﬁnd(key , a, 0, −(| a |)) end
lemma binsearch$ctx <= ∀a:list [N]
if {ordered (a),
if {?ε(a), true , if {?+(| a |), if {0 > −(| a |), false , | a | > −(| a |)}, false}},
true}
lemma binsearch is complete$ctx <= ∀a:list [N], key :N
if {ordered (a), if {key ∈ a, ordered (a), true}, true}
Fig. 2. Context dependent procedures
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T (Σ(P )c)τ over a signature Σ(P )
c of constructor function symbols. However, often
one is concerned with proper subsets of T (Σ(P )c)τ only. For example, the set of
prime numbers P ⊂ N is used when working in number theory, and lists of “type”
list [P] are returned by a procedure doing prime factorization. Also normal forms
are used quite frequently, for example for eﬃcient search: Procedure binsearch of
Fig. 1, e.g., operates on ordered lists, where ordered is a proper subset of the freely
generated data type list [N].
All these examples have in common that certain structures s one is concerned
with—prime numbers, normal forms, etc.—are not freely generated but rather are
proper subsets of some freely generated data types τ . Consequently, “recognizer
procedures” function s(x:τ):bool <= . . . must be used to decide whether an item
of type τ is a member of s. Subsequently, we shall use such procedures like freely
generated data types, and we call them computed types, as algorithmic deﬁnitions
are provided for them.
Deﬁnition 3.1 [Computed Types] Let P be the set of all polymorphic types of
an L-program P , let W ⊆ P be the set of type variables, and let M ⊆ P be
the set of all monomorphic types. 5 We extend the type system of P by a set
M :=
⋃
i∈ Mi where M0 := M and Mi+1 := Mi ∪ {γ ∈ Σ(P ) | γ : δ → bool for some
δ ∈ Mi} ∪ {ζ[γ1, . . . , γn] | ζ is an n-ary type constructor and γ1, . . . , γn ∈ Mi}. P is
the set of all polymorphic types where instantiation of type variables with computed
types from M\M is allowed (but not necessary). The base type P(γ) ∈ P of a type
γ ∈ P is deﬁned as γ if γ ∈M∪W, P(γ) := P(δ) if γ ∈ Mi+1 and γ : δ → bool for
some δ ∈ Mi, and P(ζ[γ1, . . . , γn]) := ζ[P(γ1), . . . ,P(γn)].
The P-subtype relation P is deﬁned as the reﬂexive and transitive closure of
the direct P-subtype relation P ⊆ P ×P, which is deﬁned as the smallest relation
satisfying
(i) ξ(τ) P τ , if ξ = {@vi/ζ[@w1, . . . ,@wn]} for some @vi ∈ W(τ), @w1, . . . ,
@wn ∈ W(τ) where @w1, . . . ,@wn are pairwise diﬀerent and ζ is an n-ary type
constructor, 6 and
(ii) ξ(τ) P τ , if ξ = {@vi/@v,@vj/@v} where @vi,@vj ∈ W(τ), @v ∈ W(τ).
The M-subtype relation M is deﬁned as the reﬂexive and transitive closure of the
direct M-subtype relation M ⊆ P × P, which is deﬁned as the smallest relation
satisfying
(iii) γ M δ, if γ ∈ Mi+1 and γ : δ → bool for some δ ∈ Mi and
(iv) ζ[γ1, . . . , γn] M ζ[δ1, . . . , δn], if γj M δj for some j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, γk = δk for
each k ∈ {1, . . . , n} \ {j}, and ζ is an n-ary type constructor.
The subtype relation P :=M ◦ P ⊆ P × P is deﬁned as the composition of the
M-subtype relation M and the P-subtype relation P .
The subtype relation P deﬁnes a join-semilattice (P,P) on the set of poly-
5 L uses parametric polymorphism [3]. Since N is predeﬁned in L, M is not empty.
6 W(τ) denotes the set of all type variables used in type τ .
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morphic and computed types (modulo α-conversion, i.e. type variable renaming).
Hence, for τ1, τ2 ∈ P the most special common super type is uniquely determined
as the least upper bound τ1 unionsq τ2 of types τ1 and τ2, i.e. τ1, τ2 P τ1 unionsq τ2 P τ for
each τ with τ1, τ2 P τ .
Figure 3 shows some computed types in the domain of the (freely generated)
data type pterm . 7 Procedures wft ∈ M1, wfgt ∈ M2 and wfgtu ∈ M3 (mean-
ing “well-formed term”, “well-formed ground term” and “well-formed ground unit
application”) deﬁne computed types, where P(wfgtu) = P(wfgt) = P(wft) =
pterm and wfgtu M wfgt M wft M pterm P @a. Since pair [vsym ,wft ] ∈ M2,
list [pair [vsym ,wft ]] ∈ M3, and wfsubst ∈ M4, where pair [vsym ,wft ] M pair [vsym ,
pterm ], the type hierarchy wfsubstM list [pair [vsym,wft ]]M list [pair [vsym , pterm ]]

+
P list [pair [@x,@y]] P list [@z] P @q can be established for wfsubst , and
P(wfsubst) = P(list [pair [vsym,wft ]]) = list [pair [vsym, pterm ]].
3.2 Type Checking with Computed Types
Since type checking becomes undecidable with the involvement of computed types,
it has to be supported by theorem proving. To be able to check whether some term
is of type ζ[γ1, . . . , γn] ∈ P \ P, a so called sort instance procedure ζ$γ1$ · · · $γn :
P(ζ[γ1, . . . , γn])→ bool is synthesized which returns true iﬀ its argument is of type
ζ[γ1, . . . , γn]. Sort instance procedures are deﬁned recursively using the recursion
structure of data type ζ. For example, procedure list$pair$vsym$wft is synthesized
to check for all elements of its input list recursively if their second component is a
well-formed term, cf. Fig. 3.
To check whether some term t has type γ ∈ P, t : γ for short, a boolean term
TC (t, γ) is created by deﬁning
• TC (t, γ) := true, if γ ∈ P and t : γ, 8
• TC (t, γ) := if {TC (t, δ), γ(t), false}, if γ ∈ Σ(P ) and γ M δ, and
• TC (t, ζ[γ1, . . . , γn]) := if {TC (t, ζ[δ1, . . . , δn]), ζ$γ1$ · · · $γn(t), false}, if ζ is an
n-ary type constructor and ζ[γ1, . . . , γn] M ζ[δ1, . . . , δn].
9
For instance, for verifying q : wfgtu wrt. the procedures of Fig. 3, if {wft(q),
if {wfgt(q),wfgtu(q), false}, false} is computed for TC (q,wfgtu) (after if -terms have
been normalized) and if {list$pair$vsym$wft (σ),wfsubst(σ), false} is the normalized
result for TC (σ,wfsubst).
Now to check for type correctness when calling a procedure as given in (1)—
where, however, τi ∈ P now is allowed—the boolean expression AND(TC (x1,
τ1), . . . ,TC (xn, τn)) is added conjunctively to the context clause cf of procedure f .
This guarantees implicitly that all actual parameters have the correct type in each
procedure call whose context requirement is veriﬁed. Hence, computed types extend
7 Data type pterm deﬁnes packed terms unifying terms and termlists into one structure. E.g., term
f(g(a,b),c,d) is represented by apply(f, pack(apply(g, pack(a,b)), pack(c,d))).
8 As γ ∈ P in this case, side condition “t : γ” is decided by “conventional” type checking.
9 Type ζ[δ1, . . . , δn] is not uniquely determined by M, but since the order in which the type hierarchy is
traversed is irrelevant, an arbitrary direct super type of ζ[γ1, . . . , γn] is chosen.
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structure pair [@X,@Y ] <= [inﬁx ] • ([postﬁx ] 1:@X, [postﬁx ] 2:@Y )
structure vsym <= variable(v .index :N)
structure csym <= constant(c.index :N)
structure fsym <= function(f .index :N)
structure pterm <= var (vbl :vsym), const(cst :csym),
apply(func:fsym, argument :pterm), pack (left :pterm , right :pterm)
function [outﬁx ] ‖ (f :fsym):N <= 
function #(t:pterm):N <= if ?pack(t) then #(left(t)) + #(right(t)) else 1 end
function wft(t:pterm):bool <=
case t of
apply : if ‖ func(t) ‖ =#(argument(t)) then wft(argument(t)) else false end
pack : if ?pack(left(t))
then false
else if wft(left(t)) then wft(right(t)) else false end
end
other : true
end
function wfgt(t:wft):bool <=
case t of
apply : wfgt(argument(t))
pack : if wfgt(left(t)) then wfgt(right(t)) else false end
other : ?const(t)
end
function wfgtu(t:wfgt):bool <=
if ?apply(x) then ‖ argument(t) ‖ = 1 else false end
function wfsubst(σ:list [pair [vsym ,wft ]]):bool <=
if ?ε(σ)
then true
else if ?pack((hd(σ))2) then false else wfsubst(tl (σ)) end
end
function list$pair$vsym$wft (x:list [pair [vsym , pterm ]]):bool <=
if ?ε(x)
then true
else if wft((hd(x))2) then list$pair$vsym$wft (tl (x)) else false end
end
Fig. 3. Computed types in the pterm domain
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function binsearch(key :N, a:ordered ):bool <=
if ?ε(a) then false else ﬁnd(key , a, 0, −(| a |)) end
lemma binsearch is complete <= ∀a:ordered , key :N
if {key ∈ a, binsearch(key , a), true}
lemma binsearch is complete$ctx <= ∀a:ordered , key :N
if {key ∈ a, ordered (a), true}
Fig. 4. Binary search with computed types
the parametric polymorphism of L by inclusion polymorphism [3]. The semantics
of a procedure with computed types is deﬁned as the semantics of its relativized
version
function f(x1:P(τ1), . . . , xn:P(τn)):τ <=
if AND(TC (x1, τ1), . . . ,TC (xn, τn), cf ) then bodyf else  end .
Similarly, lemmas as given in (2) can be deﬁned using computed types by allowing
τi ∈ P. Also here, the semantics of a lemma using computed types is deﬁned as the
semantics of its relativized version
lemma lem <= ∀x1:P(τ1), . . . , xn:P(τn)
if {AND(TC (x1, τ1), . . . ,TC (xn, τn)), body lem , true} .
function apply .to.var (σ:wfsubst , v:vsym):wft <=
if ?ε(σ)
then var (v)
else if v = (hd(σ))1 then (hd(σ))2 else apply.to.var (tl(σ), v) end
end
function apply .to.term(σ:wfsubst , t:wft):wft <=
case t of
var : apply .to.var (σ, vsym(t))
const : t
apply : apply(func(t), apply .to.term (σ, argument (t)))
pack : pack(apply .to.term (σ, left(t)), apply .to.term (σ, right(t)))
end
Fig. 5. Computed types as result types
Figure 4 displays a reﬁnement of procedure binsearch using procedure ordered
of Fig. 1 as a computed type. Also lemma binsearch is complete uses the computed
type ordered , thus allowing a more compact representation of the lemma. By the
reﬁnement of procedure binsearch , ordered (a) arises as an additional (trivial) proof
obligation in the context hypothesis binsearch is complete$ctx.
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Computed types are also allowed as result types of procedures, i.e. τ ∈ P instead
of τ ∈ P may be allowed as well in procedures as given in (1). In such a case, a
so-called signature hypothesis is synthesized as an L-lemma
lemma f $sig <= ∀x1:τ1, . . . , xn:τn TC (f(x1, . . . , xn), τ)
ineriFun. 10 The semantics of a procedure with a computed type τ as result type
is simply deﬁned as the semantics of a procedure which has its base type P(τ) as
result type.
Procedures apply .to.var and apply .to.term of Fig. 5 are examples for procedures
with computed result types. The signature hypotheses for these procedures sim-
ply express that well-formed terms are obtained if well-formed substitutions are
applied to variables or well-formed terms respectively, where the signature hypoth-
esis generated for apply .to.var is required to verify the signature hypothesis for
apply .to.term .
4 Reasoning with Computed Types
So far, the use of computed types only leads to more compact and readable deﬁ-
nitions of procedures and lemmas in L. This means that some syntactic sugar has
been spread on our programming language for easing its use. Veriﬁcation comes
into play only to support type checking when computed types are involved, viz. for
proving context, determination and signature hypotheses.
However, the main value of computed types comes with utilization of type infor-
mation upon reasoning, as this may support veriﬁcation considerably. The situation
is quite comparable with the beneﬁt of conventional type systems which do not only
support writing of more compact and more readable code, but allow to detect pro-
gram faults at compile time rather than at runtime only.
4.1 The HPL-Calculus
Statements about procedures of an L-program are formulated in eriFun as L-
lemmas, i.e. expressions of the form given in (2). The proof of a lemma usually
requires induction, the base and step formulas of which are represented by sequents
of the form h1, . . . , hn; ∀ih1, . . . ,∀ihm  goal where {h1, . . . , hn} denotes the set
of hypotheses deﬁning the base or step case respectively. The set of induction
hypotheses of a step case is given by {∀ih1, . . . ,∀ihm}, where the non-induction
variables are universally quantiﬁed, and goal , called the goalterm of the sequent,
represents the induction conclusion. The induction hypotheses and the goalterm
are boolean terms, and the hypotheses are literals. 11
10Usually, signature hypotheses have a straightforward proof by induction according to the recursion struc-
ture of procedure f . Hence termination of f is veriﬁed before veriﬁcation of the signature hypothesis
begins.
11An atom a is an if -free boolean term, and a literal is an atom or a negated atom written as ¬a or as t =/r
for negated equations t = r. l¯ stands for the complement of a literal l and C := {l¯ | l ∈ C} for a clause C.
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The set of sequents deﬁnes the language of the HPL-calculus (abbreviating Hy-
potheses, Programs and Lemmas), which is the calculus in which the lemmas are
proved. The application of a proof rule of this calculus to a sequent yields a ﬁnite
set of sequents, which are obtained by altering the set of hypotheses, the set of
induction hypotheses or the goalterm of the sequent to which the proof rule has
been applied. Each proof rule is sound in the sense that the truth of all resulting
sequents entails the truth of the sequent to which the proof rule has been applied.
A proof in the HPL-calculus is represented by a prooftree, the nodes of which are
given by sequents. The root node of a prooftree for a lemma lem is given by the
initial sequent  body lem , and the successor nodes are given by the sequents result-
ing from a proof rule application to the father node sequent. A proof of lemma lem
is obtained if a closed prooftree can be built for lem, i.e. a prooftree where each leaf
is a sequent of the form . . .  true.
The HPL-calculus provides a set of 15 proof rules to create prooftrees [8,15]. For
example, Induction creates the base and step sequents from an initial sequent wrt.
some induction axiom, Use Lemma applies a lemma to a sequent, Case Analysis
creates successor sequents by a case split, Unfold Procedure “opens up” a procedure
call in a goalterm, etc. Some of these proof rules require a substitution or a term as
input, and in order to ensure well-formedness of the resulting sequent, syntactical
requirements for these inputs have to be checked. Hence, with the use of computed
types, these requirements need to be updated.
To supply the HPL-calculus with type information about the used variables,
sequents are extended by an additional set of type hypotheses. Thus, a sequent with
type hypotheses has the form
th1, . . . , th l; h1, . . . , hn; ∀ih1, . . . ,∀ihm  goal (3)
where the type hypotheses are literals of form γ(xi) with γ ∈ P, where γ(xi) := true
is omitted if γ ∈ P. 12 The initial sequent of a prooftree for a lemma lem as given
in (2) is τ1(x1), . . . , τk(xk); ;  body lem .
When applying the Induction rule for using induction upon variables x1 : γ1,
. . . , xk : γk of (possibly computed) types γi, an additional sequent
th1, . . . , th l; h1, . . . , hn; AND
(⋃m
j=1
⋃k
i=1
{TC (tj,i, γi)}
)
(4)
is created for each step sequent of the form (3), demanding type correctness for each
substitution {x1/tj,1, . . . , xk/tj,k} used to build the induction hypothesis ihj (under
the hypotheses hi deﬁning the step case). For instance, when proving ∀x:ordered
12 If γ has the form ζ[γ1, . . . , γn] the corresponding type hypothesis is actually built with the sort instance
procedure of γ.
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goal by structural list-induction upon x, the sequents
ordered (x); ?ε(x);  goal (5)
ordered (x); ? :: (x); goal [x/tl(x)]  goal (6)
ordered (x); ? :: (x);  ordered (tl(x)) (7)
are generated as successor sequents of the initial sequent, where sequents (5) and
(6) are the usual base and step sequents coming with the list-induction, and (7)
is the additional sequent coming with (4) for guaranteeing type correctness of the
substitution used to form the induction hypothesis.
But if ∀x:list .ev goal is to be proved instead for a computed type list .ev , where
list .ev(x) iﬀ the length of list x is even, structural list-induction becomes unsound,
as tl(x) : list .ev is false if x : list .ev and ? :: (x) holds. As the additional step
sequent list .ev(x); ? :: (x); list .ev(tl(x)) cannot be proved, the prooftree obtained
by list-induction upon x : list .ev cannot be closed, thus avoiding an unsound induc-
tion proof. If, however, ∀x:list [@X] goal is considered, the additional step sequent
; ? :: (x); if {true, true , true} is obtained which trivially simpliﬁes to true, thus
imposing no restriction upon the list-induction.
Also additional successor sequents have to be generated for other HPL-proof
rules which expect terms or substitutions as input in order to guarantee type cor-
rectness as well as context correctness (thus entailing well-typedness in particular,
cf. Sect. 3.2) of the rule input. For example, when employing Use Lemma to ap-
ply an instance σ(body lem) of an L-lemma as given in (2) to a sequent’s goalterm,
the successor sequent . . .  goal [π ← if {σ(body lem), goal |π, true}] is obtained for a
sequent as given in (3). 13 Substitution σ = {x1/t1, . . . , xk/tk} (which must be pro-
vided when calling Use Lemma) replaces the universally quantiﬁed variables xi : τi
of lemma lem by terms ti which use variables of the sequent only, anderiFun’s
parser is used to check whether each ti is a well-formed term of type τi. Now when
allowing computed types so that τi ∈ P may hold as well, type checking has to
be supported by theorem proving. To this eﬀect, the system generates the proof
obligation
wtcσ = if {COND(goal , π),AND
(⋃k
i=1
{CR(ti),TC (ti, τi)}
)
, true}
expressing that—under the context COND(goal , π) of the lemma application—each
ti is a context correct term of type τi. The system then demands veriﬁcation of proof
obligation wtcσ simply by providing father sequent (3) with an additional successor
sequent . . .  wtcσ. As the truth of all successor sequents is demanded for the
father sequent to hold, proof obligation wtcσ must be veriﬁed in order to obtain a
closed proof tree.
Finally, a new HPL-rule Relativize has to be provided in addition since some
13We write . . .  goal if a successor sequent inherits all hypotheses, all type and all induction hypotheses
of the father sequent. π ∈ Occ(goal ) is a parameter of the Use Lemma rule, where π is restricted to
occurrences allowing terms of type bool only.
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veriﬁcation problems require making type information explicit: If goal |ρ : γ holds for
the subterm of goal at a user-provided occurrence ρ, Relativize creates the successor
sequent . . .  goal [π ← if {TC (goal |ρ, γ), goal |π, true}] for a sequent of the form (3),
where π selects the smallest superterm of goal |ρ with type bool .
For instance, when proving the context requirement for the recursive call of
procedure apply .to.var of Fig. 5, the sequent
wfsubst(σ); . . .  if {?ε(σ), true ,wfsubst(tl(σ))} (8)
arises. In order to prove (8), it is necessary to unfold the procedure call wfsubst(σ)
which is implicitly provided by the type hypothesis. To this eﬀect, Relativize applied
to the type hypothesis of (8) creates a new successor sequent
. . .  if {wfsubst(σ), if {?ε(σ), true ,wfsubst(tl(σ))}, true} .
Now the procedure call occurs explicitly in the goal term, thus being available for
unfolding now.
4.2 The Evaluation Calculus
Goalterms of a sequent (3) are simpliﬁed by so-called computed HPL-proof rules.
For instance, Simpliﬁcation rewrites the sequent’s goalterm using the deﬁnitions of
the data types and procedures, the hypotheses and the induction hypotheses of the
sequent and the lemmas already veriﬁed. These rewrites are performed by symbolic
evaluation which is deﬁned by another calculus, called the evaluation calculus, cf. [8,
17]. The language of this calculus is given by the set T (Σ(P ),V) of ﬁrst-order
terms, where Σ(P ) stands for the signature of the function symbols deﬁned by an
L-program P , and V is a set of typed variables used in the sequents. The inference
rules of the evaluation calculus, called evaluation rules, are of the form “ termterm′ , if
cond”, where cond stands for a side condition which must be satisﬁed for applying
the evaluation rule. We write term H,A term
′ if term ′ originates from term by an
evaluation rule using a set H of literals containing at least the sequent’s hypotheses
hi and type hypotheses thk, and clauses from a ﬁnite set A ⊂ CL(Σ(P ),V∪U) which
represents the sequent’s induction hypotheses ihj as well as the veriﬁed lemmas of
P and are built with skolemized typed variables from V and universally quantiﬁed
variables from a set U of typed variables. Thus, the set A contains type information
as well, in particular the proven signature and context hypotheses.
Symbolic evaluations are computed ineriFun by the Symbolic Evaluator, i.e.
an automated theorem prover which considers the evaluation rules in a ﬁxed order.
Similarly to the HPL-calculus, some of the evaluation rules have to be modiﬁed.
However, diﬀerently to the HPL-calculus, these updates are not only required for
guaranteeing context and type correctness, but to utilize the knowledge about com-
puted types and the subtype relation P for improving performance of the Symbolic
Evaluator.
The rule Aﬃrmative hypothesis of Fig. 6 is extended such that it simpliﬁes terms
by considering P. For example, wft(t) H,A true is obtained in one evaluation step
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Aﬃrmative hypothesis
a
true
, if a ∈ H or a = δ(d), γ P δ and γ(d) ∈ H
Evaluate then part
if {a, b, c}
if {a, b′, c}
, if
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
b H′,A b
′
where H ′ = H ∪ {a} \ {γ(d) ∈ H|δ P γ}
if a = δ(d) for some δ ∈ P \ P
and H ′ = H ∪ {a} else
Aﬃrmative assumption
a
true
, if
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
a = σξ(lit) and lit
′ +
H∪{¬a},A
false for some σξ,
some D ∈ A, some lit ∈ D,
some θξ′ with U(θξ′(σξ(D))) = ∅
and all lit ′ ∈ θξ′(σξ(D \ {lit}))
Assumption replacement
t
if {TC (σξ(r), τ), σξ(r), t}
, if
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
t = σξ(l) for some σξ, some D ∈ A,
some l => r ∈ D, some θξ′
with θξ′(σξ(D \ {l => r})) ⊆ H, and t : τ
Fig. 6. Evaluation rules using computed types
for the computed types of Fig. 3 if wfgtu(t) ∈ H, instead of exploring the direct
subtype relation M step by step as it would be required otherwise. In addition,
the rule Evaluate then part is modiﬁed such that it extends the set H of hypotheses
under consideration of the subtype relation. If a new type hypothesis γ(t) is to be
added to H, unnecessary type hypotheses δ(t) with γ P δ are removed from H.
This keeps the set H as small as possible.
The evaluation rules for using clauses from the clause set A are modiﬁed as well
to incorporate the subtype relation P. Central to this modiﬁcation is the use of
P for matching: A pattern type τ1 ∈ P matches a target type τ2 ∈ P modulo
computed types, iﬀ a type substitution ξ with P(ξ(τ1)) = P(τ2) and τ2 P ξ(τ1)
exists. Substitution ξ is the matcher of τ1 and τ2, iﬀ ξ(τ1) unionsq τ2 P ξ
′(τ1) unionsq τ2 for
every type substitution ξ′. A pattern term t1 matches a target term t2 modulo
computed types iﬀ there exists a term substitution σ and a type substitution ξ
(modulo computed types) such that σξ(t1) = t2.
Now evaluation rule Aﬃrmative assumption for using veriﬁed clauses from A is
modiﬁed by incorporation of matching modulo computed types. Hence the univer-
sally quantiﬁed variables of clauses from A can be matched with terms ti having
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P-smaller types in the goalterm. The types of terms ti are determined using the
type hypotheses in H and the signature information in A. These reasoning steps
are obviously sound, as each property which is true in the domain of type δ holds
in the domain of computed type γ P δ as well. The beneﬁt of matching modulo
types stems from the fact that reasoning about subtypes is shifted into the matching
algorithm instead of performing the required reasoning steps explicitly by several
proof steps using the evaluation rules to refute subtype predicates. The dual eval-
uation rule Negative assumption which replaces a redex by false if σξ is a matcher
for lit and ¬a uses matching modulo computed types as well. Similarly, evaluation
rule Assumption replacement for equality reasoning using oriented equations l => r
is updated to use matching modulo computed types, thus yielding the same beneﬁts
as for the Aﬃrmative/Negative assumption rules. By adding a local type condition
it is ensured that the replaced term has the correct type in the context of the rule
application.
5 Related Work
Context dependency has been investigated for verifying termination of loops in im-
perative programs [2,4]. Loops are translated here into tail-recursive procedures for
which context requirements—called termination predicates—are synthesized which
are suﬃcient for the procedures’ termination. A veriﬁer then is used to prove that
the program context (given by the properties of the program variables used in the
loop) entails the synthesized termination predicate. Termination predicates can be
expressed by the context clauses of our proposal, which, however, must be supplied
explicitly to the program code, see e.g. requirement j ≥ i for procedure ﬁnd of
Fig. 2.
The functional programming language Miranda supports deﬁnition of non-free
data types as subtypes of free data types by stipulation of so-called laws [9], i.e.
data types are enhanced by rewrite rules transforming values into normal forms, e.g.
lists into ordered lists. This approach guarantees that values are always rewritten
into normal forms, but there are no restrictions imposed on functions operating on
these types, since the normal form has not to be preserved by the functions, but
is restored by the laws automatically. Hence, type correctness is not enforced by
type checking but ensured by rewriting. This approach is limited to subtypes which
represent normal forms. For instance, subtypes like wft of Fig. 3 cannot be handled
with laws.
ACL2 supports subtyping by so-called guards [6]. Guards are predicates which
are used to check the arguments of functions for type correctness, corresponding
to computed types in our setting. Guards are only available for the deﬁnition of
procedures. Subtypes can neither be used in lemma deﬁnitions nor as result types of
procedures. The main beneﬁt of guards in ACL2 is to verify absence of exceptions
upon the execution of a Common Lisp program, thus corresponding to the proofs
of determination hypotheses in our proposal.
PVS represents types by sets, and computed types can be deﬁned as subsets
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via predicates [7], thus providing a framework most comparable to our approach.
Diﬀerently to our proposal, PVS supports polymorphic computed types as well
dependent types, which merge context dependent procedures and computed types
into a single concept. However, reasoning about computed types is always performed
explicitly by verifying PVS proof obligations, whereas it is partially incorporated
into the reasoning machinery in our proposal (thus utilizing well-known beneﬁts
from classical theorem proving, see [10, 11] and see [18] for an exhaustive account
on subsequent developments).
6 Conclusion
We presented two enhancements—implemented in an experimental system [5]—of
the functional language L which is used in theeriFun system to write programs
and formulate statements about them. Context dependent procedures allow to spec-
ify the context under which procedures are sensibly executed, thus avoiding run-
time tests in program code, which would be required otherwise. The tests whether
a procedure is called in a program environment which guarantees the procedure’s
context demand can be performed statically. Proof obligations are generated to be
proved by the veriﬁcation system at hand. Context dependent procedures are also
used to verify absence of exceptions statically by proving stuck-freeness of proce-
dure calls. Computed types lead to more compact code and increase readability of
programs, and the well-known beneﬁts of type systems in programming languages
become available for non-freely generated data types as well. Information about
the type hierarchy is utilized for increasing performance and eﬃciency of the veri-
ﬁer. As type-checking becomes undecidable, proof obligations are synthesized. To
show type correctness and well-typedness of expressions, these proof obligations are
proved by the veriﬁer.
Context dependent procedures and computed types do not subsume each other:
Using context dependent procedures only, restrictions on the return type of pro-
cedures cannot be formulated, which is accomplished by computed types. Using
computed types only prevents the speciﬁcation of execution contexts for procedures
which cannot be expressed by unary predicates.
Presently, we are investigating various upgrades of our proposal: We intend
to allow composition of computed types by the set-theoretic operators ∩ and ∪
to write, for example, function prime factors(n : N) : list [P] ∩ ordered <= . . . .
Also dependent computed types as provided by PVS are under investigation to
deﬁne a computed type in dependence of procedure parameters or lemma variables
respectively. For instance, using such a feature one may write for procedure ﬁnd of
Fig. 2 function ﬁnd(key :N, a:list [N] ∩ | | > j, i:N, j: ≥ i):bool <= . . . where a is
assigned the dependent type list [N]∩| | > j and j is assigned the dependent type ≥
i, altogether expressing |a| > j ≥ i. Whether such expressions increase readability
of programs is a matter of taste (and of use, of course). As the requirements for
the parameters a and j in the example can be expressed by context dependent
procedures as well, cf. Fig. 2, the key question is here whether dependent computed
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types contribute to automated reasoning in the same way as computed types do.
Finally, it has to be investigated whether polymorphic computed types as provided
by PVS are a useful enhancement.
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